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COMMUNITY RALLIES AROUND TOWNVILLE ELEMENTARY
Townville niourns the passing of 6-year-oldjacob Hall
Katie McCarthy

Copy Editor

In the aftermath of the
shooting
at
Townville
Elementary
School
on
Wednesday, residents of the
small, rural community have
come together to rise above
the
tragedy,
proclaiming
themselves and their city
#TownvilleStrong.
That strength was tested
Saturday when news broke
that Jacob Hall, a first-grader
at Townville Elementary,
had succumbed to
his
injuries. Hall suffered from a
gunshot wound to the leg
which struck his femoral artery
on Wednesday. According to
his family, he suffered massive
blood loss at the scene that
eventually proved too much
to overcome.
"Jacob came into our lives
six years and four months ago
and changed it completely,"
Renae and Rodger Hall said in
a statement released Saturday.
"He showed us how to
love,
laugh
and
smile
even on days we did not
want to. God gave him to us
and he was taken away from
us by a senseless act. We know
that Jacob has already forgiven
this child for what he did to
him and his family because
that's the kind of child
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-On
=Wednesday
afternoon, a te,:nage gunman
opened fire at Townville
Elementary School, injuring
three. Officials say that the
teenage suspect also shot and
killed his father, identified as
47-year-old Jeffrey Osborne,
at their home.
According to Anderson
County
Coroner
Greg
Shore, the teen called his
grandmother's cellphone at

1:44 p.m. on Wednesday.
The grandparents couldn't
understand what was going
on because he was "crying and
upset", so they went to his
home just a couple hundred
yards away. When they got
there, they found Osborne
dead and their grandson
gone.
About one minute later,
authorities received a 911 call
from a teacher at the school,
which is attended by around
300 students from ·pre
kindergarten up through the
sixth-grade.
Authorities
believe
the teen shot his father at
their home before driving
a
pickup
truck
three
miles down the road to
Townville Elementary, where
he crashed the truck, exited
the vehicle and fired at a
door as it was being opened
for recess . The bullets struck
two students and a teacher.
Both other victims survived
their
·g unshot
wounds
and were released from
the hospital the day of
the shooting.
a
Jamie
Brock,
30-year veteran of the
Townville Volunteer Fire
Department, was one of the
first on the scene. He was
unarmed when he confronted
the shooter and held him
down until police could take
him into custody, according
to Townville Fire Chief
Billy McAdams.
Brock
has
declined
media
interviews,
saying
he wants the focus to
remain on the victims. In a
statement read by McAdams
at a press conference on
Thursday
afternoon,
he

said

that

the

"true

heroes of yesterday's senseless
tragedy are the teachers
who put their lives on the

A memorial for victims of the Townville Elementary shooting. Three were injured in the shooting, two ofwhich were considered
non-life threatening. 6 year-old Jacob Hall passed away from his injuries Saturday.

line to protect the students.
They deserve to be called
the heroes, and I tip my hat
to them."
The 14 year-old suspect,
whose identity has not been
officially released by the
sheriff's
office,
appeared
in court Friday morning.
He is charged with one
co unt of murder and three
counts of. attempted murder.
Auth\)rities say they don't
yet know a motive for the
shooting and they were not
sure if the students and
teacher were targeted or
shot randomly.
The incident is the
latest in a series of shootings
at U.S. schools that has
fueled debate about access
to guns in America. Many
schools have increased security

precaurions since 2012, when
a gunman opened fire at Sandy
Hook Elementary School
in Newtown, Connecticut,
killing
20
children
and six adults .
According to Anderson
School
District
four
Superintendent
Joanne
Avery, Townville does not
have a school resource
officer. However, the school
is eqtJipped with security
cameras and a door locking
system. The school had
conducted an active shooter
drill just a few days before
the shooting, according to a
Facebook post from Senator
Lindsey Graham. Classes at
Townville will resume on
Thursday, October 6.
During
that
time,
the local community has

rallied around Townville to
show support as the town
begins to heal.
Within hours of the
shooting, a GoFundMe page
was set up for Jacob Hall.
More than $120,000 had
been raised before Hall's
family shut it down Saturday
morning.
An
additional
GoFundMe page, Help for
Collin, ~as been set up to raise
money for the other student
injured in the shooting.
The Anderson County
Sheriffs Office's Hyco K9 fund
is also donating stuffed K-9s
"to make the first day back
to school a little easier and
a little less scary for the
children
at
Townville
Elementary." Each student
will receive a K-9 plush with
a tag that reads, "As Hyco

did, all Anderson County
Sheriffs K-9's do and every
K-9 does, this K-9 will
help protect you, comfort you
and be your friend. Your K-9
has been trained already so no
need to worry, all you have to
do is to be sure to give your
pup the perfect name ."
Over
the
weekend,
Clemson
students
made
cards for those affected by
the tragedy and signed a
banner that was sent to
the school. The Clemson.
University Education Class
of 2018 is also sponsoring
a supply drive through
October
6.
They
are
accepting donations of stuffed
animals,
coloring
books,
school supplies and cards.
Donation boxes are located
across campus.

Townville Elementary and all those affected remain in our thoughts. We ask Clemson to participate in the donation drive for Townville students.

CUSG Senate to halt
executive sessions

Clemson sees increase in HIV cases,
seeks to provide free condoms in dorms

Daniel Kenedy
Head Copy Editor

Tessa Schwarze

News Editor
Students may be able
to get free condoms in
their dorm, after a CUSG
senate meeting reported an
increase in HIV positive
Clemson students.
Dr. George Clay, Director
of Student Health Services,
said the clinic heard about the
uptick over the summer, which

I

I

involved a cluster of positive
cases tested in the spring.
"We do about 1,000
tests a year, and for years,
the numbers have been low.
One a year is noticeable
for us," said Clay, ,"Usually
we don't have any positive
cases. But Clemson students
don't just hang out with
Clemson students."
The clinic reported nine
known cases as of last spring,

and Clay said that as far as
Redfern knows, the cluster has
been contained.
CUSG
Health
and
Human Services Chairwoman
Jessica Schnorr said that
although the increase is
worrisome, the real threat to
students is chlamydia and
gonorrhea. Last spring, there
were 394 positive lab tests

CONTINUED om A2

Pending meetings with
the
administration
and
with legal counsel, Clemson
Student
Undergraduate
Government (CUSG) will
not be hosting executive
sessions. Dr. Chris Miller,
the Associate Vice President
and Dean of Students,
assured The Tiger in a
discussion that "there will be
no more executive sessions"
until the proper meetings
have been held and the
correct
open
meeting
regulations are in place
and being met. Miller
further assured The Tiger
that upon completion of
these
meetings,
the
appropriate guidelines for
the use of executive sessions
would be added to CUSG
Senate bylaws.
The
issue
over

the
holding
of
executive
sessions
was
raised
most
recently
following the holding of
on.e, such session by CUSG
on Monday, September 19.
The purpose of said session
was to hold a discussion,
which would not result in
a vote or resolution, on
comments that had been
made by Head Coach Dabo
Swinney
the
preceding
week on race relations
and
the
on-going
protest of NFL player
Colin Kaepernick. This was
not the first time CUSG
entered into an executive
session against open meeting
regulations, nor was it
the first time The Tiger
approached members of
CUSG about the issue .
Because CUSG is a part
of a public university that
receives taxpayer money, is
supported by that money
and
distributes
money

annually, they are defined as
a public body by state law. As
such, they are beholden to
the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) and to the
same open meeting laws
as all other public bodies
in the state. These laws
dictate that all public bodies
must make their official
meetings open the public in
order to create transparency
and openness. According
to the SC Code of Laws,
Section 30-4-7 (a) ( 1), the
following are acceptable
entering
reasons
for
into a private executive
sessions:
"Discussion of
employment, appointment,
compensation, promotion,
demotion , discipline, or
release of an employee, a
student, or a person regulated
by a public body or the
appointment of a person to a
public body," none of which
applies to the discussion of
Swinney's comments.
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South Carolina's rankings in STI cases demonstrates the number ofpeople with an STI per 100,000 people. South Carolina is
ranked 9th in the nation for HIV/AIDs cases, with over 15,000 people currently living with the disease in the state.
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Deaths Per 100,000 Population

South Carolina's rate of death for victims of HIV/AIDS is above the national average. In 2013, 323 people in SC died from HIY.

for chlamydia and there were
three positive lab tests for
gonorrhea, a positive rate ofless
than 1 percent.
"So tlie biggest messages
here is that although there
has been an increase in
HIV patient, that's not the
greatest risk to students," said
Schnorr. "In oral, anal and in
vaginal, HIV is a new thing
that we are dealing with."
According to AIDSVu.
com,
South
Carolina's
initiatives
aimed
at
decreasing the number of
HIV/AIDs cases in the state
are most above average.
South Carolina is above the
national goal in increasing
HIV linkage and retention to
care. It has also decreased the
number of late stage diagnoses
and decreased the HIV
death rate in the state by
almost 25%.
The National College
Health
Assessment
has
confirmed a decrease in
condom use over the past
six years, with only 53
percent
of
Clemson
students confirming protective
barrier use over the past 30
days during oral, vaginal or
anal sex.
As a response, CUSG
is supporting an initiative by
Healthy Campus and Housing
to start supplying free condoms
in dorms. AID Upstate, a
nonprofit organization that
contracts with the South
Carolina
Department
of
Health and Environmental

Control (DHEC), supplies the
free condoms for Clemson.
Schnorr said that in order
to start the condom initiative
in the dorms, they first have
to get numbers on how many
condoms the university needs.
"We have the resources
to do this. AID Upstate
is sending us upwards of
10,000-15,000
condoms
and we are going through
those in three months ...
Housing
is
working
on a way to create a
sustainable program where we
would never have an empty
condom bowl," said Schnorr,
"CUSG wants to support it."
AID
Upstate
also
provides free
anonymous
screenings
for
Clemson
students twice a month. The
organization provides HIV
screenings, as well as screenings
for other STD/STis.
Students can also get
tested for HIV at Redfern for
a small fee of$10.
Clay said AID Upstate
is "anxious to disperse more
condoms
on
Clemson's
campus," and that "rhere
shouldn't be a problem getting
condoms in residence halls,
but they have to learn how to
manage it."
Manage it as in making
sure students don't take
advantage and seize the
entire bowl. If students feel
the need to get tested through
AID Upstate, they should
call
864-656-5002.
Availability is on a first-come,
first-served basis.

Clemson never had a ban on Harambe memes
Tessa Schwarze
News Editor

Harambe memes may be
the latest social media trend,
but according to an email sent
out by member of Clemson's
administration, they shouldn't
be posted in dorm hallways.
After an isolated incident
concerning an "offensive"
Harambe
poster
directed
towards a student occurred
in the Shoeboxes, Graduate
Community
Director
Brooks Arris sent an email
to the shoeboxes residents
asking students to take
down Harambe references in
the dorms.
The emails said Harambe
should not be "displayed in
public places" because the
memes "add to rape culture"
and are "a form of racism."

a

In the past, Harambe
memes have been used to
reference black celebrities.
One incident included a
substitute
teacher
from
Louisiana tweeting a picture
of First Lady Michelle Obama
with the caption, "you shot the
wrong gorilla."
Charles Pulliam-Moore,
a writer from Fusion.net,
pointed out while that the
memes are a popular joke
among
millennials,
those
"jokes" have underlying tones
of racism because they prompt
people to mock "an easily
pronounced Africa name."
The meme has been used to
make racist and sexist jokes in
corners of the internet, though
most remain harmless.
Artis' email told students,
"We are going to allow people
until September 30th to get
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the decorations down, but this
day is more of a date for us
to know."
Students accused the
University, in particular Artis,
of banning the memes in
the all freshman dorms. The
university never had or enacted
such a policy, despite reports to
the contrary.
Twitter
user
Payton
Shiver posted an article by Fox
News on her account with the
caption "PC culture is out of
control."
An article by Campus
Reform writer Caleb Ecarma
pointed out that Artis cited
the school's discriminatory
language
policies
as
justification for the "ban."
"However," said Ecarma,
"these policies do not grant an
RA or university administrator
the authority to punish an

entire group of students
because of the wrongful actions
of one individual."
Clemson issued a media
release Tuesday that said they
did not ban the memes.
"We are committed to
creating an inclusive, safe
living community where all
residents feel comfortable in
peacefully expressing differing
points of view," read the
release. "Last week, a door
posting with a meme was
brought to the attention of our
staff as its content made some
feel uncomfortable. We also
want all residents to feel they
are able express their thoughts,
opinions and ideas."
The
message
added
that they wanted to clarify
that building residents are
able to post items on their
individual doors.

Harambe was a silverbacked gorilla who was shot by
Cinncinati Zoo officials after a child fell into his encolsure.
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Proposed hard waiver health
insurance may lead to unnecessary
expense for students
II
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Chris Edwards
Contributor
Clemson
University's
consideration to adopt a hard
wavier policy has posed a
small controversy on campus.
The policy would require all
undergraduates to purchase
health insurance in light of the
federal Affordable Care Act.
If a student doesn't have
health insurance before the
start of the school year, the
fee would be added on to
their tuition and fees. If a
student is insured through
their parents, all they would
have to do is submit a
form stating so and would
then be exempt from the
healthcare policy.
The motion to hard wavier
the undergraduate college is
supported by the Graduate
Student Government, and just
three weeks ago, the CUSG
passed a resolution in support
of the motion. Plans to initiate
the policy at the undergraduate
level have been underway for
several years. Currently, the
motion is under review at the
administration level.
CUSG
Human
and
Health Services Chairwoman
Jessica Schnorr said the
policy has received little to no
pushback from the students.
"[Over the past years] we
received little opposition," said
Schnorr. "It's just that the time
[to initiate this policy] is now."
Bur there are those
students that think differently.
CUSG Senator Alex Cullen
said that there are students
may not even know the plans
for hard wavier are underway.
"The reason why I am
the most against it is because

most of the student population
doesn't know about it," said
Cullen, "The thing about this
is that I think CUSG went
ahead and was like 'all the
student support this,' but I,
myself as a senator, didn't hear
even about it until before that
Monday [when we voted in
support of it]."
There
have
been
incidents at other hard wavier
universities where students
were misinformed about the
policy. Since the insurance
policy is automatically tacked
onto the tuition and fees,
students who didn't see the
extra fee for insurance ended
up paying for an university
insurance they didn't need.
College Confidential User
Smithview specifically listed
an incident when their son,
who goes to Columbia, did
not have any knowledge of the
policy on his fees and ended up
paying the expense. The parent
said they opted out of the
insurance plan their son's first
year, but did not know that the
paperwork did not carry over
into the next year.
"We
discovered
in
January (when they first
sent him an insurance card)
that he was enrolled in the
university's health insurance
policy and that the cost had
been racked onto his student
account which we have to pay,"
said Smithview, ''Appeals to
common sense fell on deaf ears
and we are having to eat this
h uge, unnecessary expense. "
Cullen said that if the
university promoted education
about the policy, hard wavier
could perhaps be justifiable,
but that "there are deeper
issues" with the plan. "In my
opinion, its needless, and that's
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Sarah Haire
Contributor
Too often athletes sit
in hospitals, anxiously
awa1trng
the
results
of MRis to hear what
damage has been done to
the ligaments or cartilage
of their knee. These
injuries cause Clemson
athletes to miss whole
seasons at a time, and
can mean surgery and
months of rehabilitation.
Most
cartilaginous
knee injuries are caused
by joint dislocations,
ligament tears, meniscus
tears, falls or impacts,
infections and disease
driven
inflammation,
all of which are fairly
common in the athletic
realm. However, these
injuries are becoming
a
much
bigger
deal
than they have been
in
the
past.
With
more
recent
research
and analysis on these
unfortunate
In Juries,
medical professionals are
now learning that the
permanent fi.xes we have
been
guaranteed
may
not exist.
To
further
understand the reality
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of cartilaginous
knee
injuries,
scientists
utilized
a
radioactive
isotope of carbon called
carbon-14.
Due
to
nuclear weapon testing
over the years, the levels
of carbon-14 have varied
accordingly. By analyzing
how much carbon-14 is
present in the collagen
of a molecule, which
is
the
protein
that
supports cartilage, one
is able to tell how long
it has been since that
molecule has grown or
regenerated. If cartilage
is being replaced, the
levels of carbon-14 in
the collagen should be
similar to the current
atmospheric levels. If the
cartilage has not grown
or regenerated, the level
would be aligned with the
level in the atmosphere at
the time of last growth.
As
reported
in
Science
magazine,
rheumatologist Michael
Kjaer from the University
of Copenhagen studied
this phenomenon in many
patients who had some
type of cartilaginous knee
problem requiring knee
replacements - ranging
from bone tumors to
osteoarthritis.

because it's basically a policy
in which the board of trustees
says 'hey you have to buy this,'
even though we already have
to," said CUSG Senator Alex
Cullen, "That's redundant, and
not necessary."
Cullen also added that in the
upcoming months with an
administration change, the
Affordable Care Act could
be irrelevant.
Republican
presidential nominee Donald
Trump promises to do so
in the first 100 days of
his administration.
"One is the healthcare
policy that we are going
to have to purchase now.
We may have a [national]
administration change in the
upcoming months so it would
be a little forward to jump
the gun on this," said Cullen.
"We may end up with a policy
that forces students to buy
healthcare in a country that
doesn't force people to buy
healthcare."
Other students find issues
in the fundamental roots of
the hard wavier, and believe it
infringes on their rights.
Junior pre-business major
Zachary Mccutchen said he
finds the policy "ridiculous."
"I don't think it's the
school's place to do that,"
said Mccutchen, "They're
just adding· on more fees for
something that's not their
responsibility to do,"
Junior Environmental/
Natural
Sciences
major
Joe Kiel also disagrees with
the policy.
"It's not right for [the
university] to tax people for
not having something," said
Kiel, "Clemson is an academic
institution and shouldn't be
focusing on healthcare."

Obituary: Debra Parmentola
Debra Parmentola, a senior finance major at Clemson, passed
away last Monday, September 26. Parmentola, age 22, was from
Lincroft, NJ and first attended Clemson as a student in 2012.
Parmentola involved herself in multiple organizations on Campus.
She was president of the Clemson University Dance Club, a sister
of Alpha Chi Omega and was planning to graduate this semester. A
dancer herself, Parmentola mentored young dancers in her spare
time. She is survived by her parents Paul and Maria, her brother
Nick and her grandparents, Paul and Catherine Parmentola and
Athanasios Maimis.
The funeral occurred this past Sunday in her hometown. The
family is asking for those close to Parementola to donate to her
favorite charity, Safe Harbor.
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• About a dozen band members of the
East Caronna Marching Band were booetd
Saturday after kneeting during the Aational
anthem prior to the school's football game.
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The
levels
of
carbon-14
rn
each
individual's collagen was
representative
of
the
levels that were present
when they were eight to
13 years old, thus proving
that despite their knee
replacements,
cartilage
was never regenerated
after it was completely
developed.
With
these
new
findings,
previous
medical strides made to
restore knee cartilage,
such
as
those
using
stem cell implantation
and
heal thy
cartilage
transplantation, are now
on the decline. Instead,
medical
professionals
are
working
towards
preventative treatments
which
will
keep
cartilage from further
degeneration.
The
reality
of
cartilaginous injuries lies
in the truth that once a
person struggles from
such injury, there is no
return
to
collagenous
normalcy. Given this,
maybe
the
Clemson
Tigers football players
should not take ACL
and meniscus tears as
just "business as usual".
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l'M AREPUBLICAN AND l'M WITH HER
Why this republican student stands with Hillary

SENIOR STAFF

RowANLYNAM
Editor in Chief
editor.thetigernews@gmail.com

A. BARNWELL
Associate Editor

REMY

Kelsey Morgan
Contributor
Ever since I started to
pay attention to politics, I've
found that I am aligned very
much with the Republican
Party on most issues. From
'what I've learned growing
up, to what I've learned at
a student in the College of
Business, Republican policies
have typically made the most
sense ro me and aligned
with my own opinions.
However, it's no secret that
this election has been a very
unconventional one.
Technically
speaking,
I've always been a proponent
of
small
government,
laissez faire policies and
I'm very concerned for
national security and the
economy. What I hope will
be accomplished by these
policies are things such as
equality of . opportunity,
lower taxes, a healthy market
that doesn't penalize small

business ownership and
that someone way up in DC
isn't dictating how I spend
my money.
While
I
am
a
Republican, something I
have always advocated for
is the idea that you don't
HAVE to vote for your
party's candidate if you agree
more with the other party's
candidate. It doesn't mean
that you've changed parries;
it simply means that you're
not blindly voting for your
team rather than evaluating
each side's policies. Little
did I know I would be
faced with this dilemma in
the first election in which I
could vote.
My favorite candidate
was Marco Rubio. To
me, he represented hope,
potential and possibility.
The
American
people,
however, chose differently.
This left me in a dilemma:
do I remain loyal to my
party even though I have
my reservations - ro put

it diplomatically - about
Donald Trump?
To make matters more
difficult, ever since Hillary
Clinton became a name to
me, I haven't been a fan. At
all Her policies are far to
the left, she has a very liberal
pro-choice stance, I viewed
Benghazi as her leaving our
ambassadors like smmg
ducks, and her email scandal
- to me - was a national
security breach.
So what changed for me?
Well, I started to legitimately
research Secretary Clinton's
plans and policies, as well as
what she has advocated for
in the past. What did I find?
I actually don't disagree with
all of her plans and policies.
I definitely don't agree with
all of them, but I agree
with more than I would
have thought.
I also found chat ever
since she was in college
she has been an advocate
for women, children and
the poor. Let's put that in

numbers: she is currently 68
years old. That means it has
been nearly 50 years that she
has consistently advocated
for the same groups. Not
only that, I truly believe that
she has a temperament that
will protect us more than
char of Mr. Trump. Watching
him in debates truly makes
me nervous when picturing
another world leader sitting
across from him instead
of
Secretary
Clinton.
She
comes
prepared,
composed and ready for
the attacks; Trump comes
ready to bully and repeat
himself incessantly.
Am I in an ideal situation
when it comes ro voting?
Definitely not. Do I believe
I'm choosing "the lesser of
the two evils"? I can't say I
am. For starters, I don't view
Secretary Clinton as evil. For
another, she is an advocate
for minorities, children,
equality of opportunity,
lower taxes for the middle
class and the elite paying

their fair share of taxes. In
short, we have many similar
goals with different ideas of
how to achieve these goals.
What I believe is that I am
choosing the candidate that,
regardless ofparty affiliation,
is the better-fit for the job.
It's more important to pick
the best person for the
job, even if you don't get
everything you want and
can't have everything your
way. Yes, I would prefer
more Republican policies;
but I believe compromise
is
something
we
are
desperately missing in this
country today. I see very
little, if any, give and take on
either side.
What
I
encourage
everyone to do is to honestly
researcl:i candidates on both
sides, and make the choice
that you believe is best for
the country as a whole.
So, to conclude: I am a
Republican - and I never
thought I would say this, but
- I'm with Her.

Is the Harambe meme racist?

Contributor

As citizens of this amazing
country, most of us are aware
of the many freedoms that we
possess. I, unfortunately, can
now only believe that a certain
number of members of our
soci~ty p.;ssest t~is knowledge
due to an issue on Clemson's
campus that I recently became
aware 0£
A Clemson University
administrator, Brooks Artis,
announced the restrictions that
she would be implementing
on the use and representation
of the gorilla turned internet
ph~nomenon,
Haram be.
Now, if you are reading the
same thing I am, then you are
completely and immediately
confused by this new "rule."
Below is a picture from
campusreform.org of what
Artis states her residents
should follow.
Artis' justification of this
rule is as confusing as the rule
itself. It turns out chat Harambe

is no longer the beloved gorilla in my introduction. I would
have to say that, naturally, my
of the Cincinnati Z:oo that we
tragically lost this summer, personal favorite would be the
he is now seen as the face of First Amendment. And as a
racism and rape culture. No
citizen of this great countty,
need to go back, you read all
you should absolutely and
of that correctly.
positively be aware ofwhat this
Artis claims that, due to an
amendment stands for.
eventrharoccurredrecentlyon
):\ut don't worry; I got
campus, 1-tiiarril,~ ~an be seen .~ Webster to h~lp us out with a
as a trigger for many members
simple definition just in case
on campus. Her email to her
you aren't fully aware:
1.
First
dorm residents says that they
"Noun:
will, by no means, be allowed Amendment- - an amendment
to hang any memorabilia of to the Constitution of the
this animal around their halls.
United States guaranteeing
Instead, they must express
the right of free expression;
their mourning inside the
includes freedom of assembly
protection of their private,
and freedom of the press
brick-walled rooms. Like I
and freedom of religion and
freedom of speech"
initially found myself, you too
Is this restriction of
may be curious of the specific
expression not taking away
event that would trigger such
emotions.
Conveniently everything that this . right
stands for? Is Artis not
enough, we are not allowed to
know that information.
stripping her residents of their
There
are
several
chances of expression? Is she
problems I find with this
not, blatantly, telling them
new system Artis wants to
that they do not actually have
enforce. Let's go back to
freedom of speech within the
confines of their own living
those rights that I mentioned

space? Hmmm, you tell me.
Now, do I agree with
Artis' request? It doesn't
matter. Ir is her right to
express how she feels about
the situation. Does she agree
with the posters and memes
ofHarambe placed around her
dorm's hall? It doesn't matter.
It is he r students ' rights to
do so and no one can take
those away.
I do not believe that Artis
is focusing on the true issue at
hand. She does nor educate her
students on Harambe and the
characteristics of racism and
rape that he now, somehow,
encompasses. She does not
educate these pupils on what
may be triggering about this
gorilla and does not suggest
better ways to go about
referencing him. Artis just
tells the dorm members not
to mention the animal because
she said so. And we all know
how well college freshmen
love to follow authority. In
my opinion, she should be
using this as an opportunity to
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further the knowledge of race
and rape awareness on campus,
not view it as an opportunity
to restrict her residents' rights.
This email has gained
Artis, and Clemson University,
national publicity throughout
the week. Phrased another
way, this is placing our school
in a bad light. As protests
and sit-ins that have taken
place around campus have
proved, this university is one
that welcomes freedom of
speech. Not a community that
limits it. Artis uses Clemson's
discriminatory
language
policies as the foundation
for her argument, but these
policies do not actually
allow her the authority to
punish anyone.
One
cannot
simultaneously express their
own First Amendment rights
while denying others the right
to do the exact same thing.
You do not have to listen to
what someone has to say. Bue
you do have to grant them the
opportunity to say it.
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I am happy to discuss the new policy, Oue to an incident that happened earlier

315 Hendrix Student Center
Clemson University
Phone (864) 656-2150
Fu (864) 656-4772

1rJeek, we are no longer allowing any reference to Harambe (or any other
;w,e~iffg) tQJ;,e dispt~ on doors, halls, biUboards, or wirldOws. There was a
ie~ Jr · ri]ndi~ual about a meme being offensive and bias in nature and
. ~lt:·~J-l•ra~"(ef!rences ate no longer aflowed within our community.
~

PRINTER
Anderson Independent Mail,
Anderson, S .C.

,.

tf yoti.viant' use he':mernes for
your room. wile ~ wo1A
decoration.

TheTiger i1 an independent
orgaui:zarinti comprised of
many individuals. The opinions
exp~ by any article may not
n~represent the views of
The Tiger Newspaper, demson
University or the Board of
Trustees.

you shourd move them into
•·ect· into the space to see saAd

Please let me know ff you have

Best,

Letters to the Editor can be
submitted to editor.thetigernews@
gmail.com. Letters shall be no
longer than 400 words and will
run at the disaetion of the Editor
in Chief.

Stooks
BROOKS ARTIS CLEMSON UNNERSITY

Graduate Community Director I Shoeooxes

Each reader's first copy ofThe
Tiger h free. All subsequent copies

This story was previous!), published by the Odyssey Online
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Cle1nson defense leads way to victory
Colin Halm
Asst. Sports Editor
Game. Of. The. Year.
There is simply no other way
to put it. In a back-and-forth
effort between two of the
top five teams in the nation,
the Clemson Tigers pulled
away in the final few minutes
of the fourth quarter. The
defense, for the third year
in a row against Louisville,
made a fatal stop near the
goal line to seal a 42-36 win
for the Tigers.
Coach Swinney always
has some great words to offer
after the win, and Saturday
night was no exception. "We
want to be 12-0 and you can't
win 12 until you win five ...
At the end of the day, you
either have the heart or you
don't. You have the will to
win or you don't." Clemson
certainly had the will to win.
Throughout the first
quarter, each side's defense
was making the plays.
Louisville began their first
drive with two straight false

start penalties, generally
attributed to the near
deafening volu.me created by
the crowd, but the defense
made sure they didn't keep
the ball moving by forcing a
three-and-out.
The
first
quarter
continued on, sluggishly,
as
each
team
couldn't
capitalize on penalties and
turnovers. Louisville ended
up in the red zone to end
the first quarter threatening
to score. Then the second
quarter happened.
Louisville
finished
their drive with a one-yard
touchdown run, but the
Tigers offense roared back
to life and put up 28 points.
"Hurricain" Deon made a
leaping catch in the corner
of the end zone to cap off
a Clemson drive after a
turnover. Cain would make
another touchdown catch
before the quarter was over
giving him two catches for 70
yards and two touchdowns in
just three minutes of play.

The second quarter
continued well for the Tigers
defense, forcing a fumble
and setting up a 24-yard
touchdown run by Wayne
"Train" Gallman, his longest
scoring scamper of the year
putting the Tigers up 21-7.
Louisville drove down
the field again, but was
stopped short of the goal
line and kicked a field goal
with 3 7 seconds remaining
before halftime. Refusing
to concede due to time
constraints, Watson moved
the ball down the field with
ease, finding Artavis Scott to
cap off a dominant quarter
for the home ream.
Going into halftime,
Clemson had all of the
momentum in their favor.
Scoring 28 points, their
second-highest point total in
one quarter this season, all
they had to do was keep it
going. But the Cardinals had
different ideas.
Louisville's
19
unanswered points in the

third quarter seem like a
lot, but the defense could
not seem to stay off the field
fot long. The offense could
hardly string together two
positive plays and either
turned the ball over or
had to punt.
Warson
was
overthrowing
receivers
and rushing into walls of
defenders.
Because
the
offense couldn't get anything
together, the defense was
trotting out on the field, tired
and beaten, time and time
again. Louisville had a total
of 99 snaps on offense that
lasted for over 37 minutes
of the game, far outpacing
the Clemson offense who
only possessed the ball for
22 minutes.
The
fourth
quarter
began with a quiet Death
Valley. Louisville continued
their scoring tear going up
36-28, but the Tigers weren't
done yet. Artavis Scott was
back to return the kickoff
after a Cardinal touchdown

instead
of
Ray-Ray
McCloud, the usual returner.
After bobbling the ball near
the goal line, Scott picked it
back up and ran it back 77
yards to give Clemson its best
field position of the game.
The crowd magically
came back to life, injecting
the offense with some much
needed morale. Knowing
the crowd was behind them
entirely, Watson and the
offense started to pick up
speed and begin moving
the ball down the field with
more consistency.
Watson found Mike
Williams f9~. 20 yards to put
the Tigers b~k in the game.
The 2-point attempt was
no good, but Clemson had
battled back. to put them
in position· t~ make a push
later on.
Clemsotis defense was
on their third wind and
managed to stop Lamar
Jackson to force a punt. In
what might Clemson's best
offensive play of the game,

Watson found Jordan Leggett
over the middle for a 31 yard
score, looking very familiar
to a play earlier in the game
where Leggett fumbled on
the goal line. The 2-point
conversion was good this
time, putting the Tigers up
for good 42-36.
Defense
wins
championships. The Tigers
came up with a stop on
fourth down, about one
inch before the line to beat.
For the third year in a row,
Clemson made a defensive
stop against Louisville to end
the game.
Some
interesting
stats: Leggett's touchdown
catch gave him 13 career
touchdowns which is now
the Clemson school record
for a tight end; Jadar Johnson
had his third interception
of the year and his second
in a row against Louisville;
Dabo Swinney is 10-5 against
AP top 25 teams in his
career with only three of
those wins coming at home.

A game for the ages:
A fan•s perspective
Sullivan Jones
Columnist
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Never in my life have I
seen so much effort from one
football ream. On Saturday
night, the Clemson Tigers
beat the Louisville Cardinals
42-36 in a thriller. As a
student at the game, I saw
so much effort from both
sides of the ball that I need
to split up my thoughts.
As far as the offense
goes,
how
about
the
word "clutch"? Stringing
together two drives in the
fourth quarter to come
back from a 36-28 deficit
is not something to be
taken
lightly.
Deshaun
Watson and crew showed
moments of greatness rhar
are only seen in a national
championship team.
That being said, all
it takes is to look at their
rhird quarter showing to
bring their comeback down
to earth. After outscoring
Louisville 28-10 in the
second quarter, the offense
completely stalled out to

allow the Cards to score 26
unanswered points in the
second half.
As far as the Heisman
race goes, I'm not sure
if "clutch" will cut it for
Watson. Yes, he threw five
touchdowns for 306 yards,
bur the turnovers have to
stop. You can say that one
or two of them weren't his
fault, and I agree with that.
But they show up on the star
sheet, regardless.
Throwing 14 touchdowns
to seven interceptions on
the season is not worthy
of a Heisman candidate.
I believe Watson can win
the Heisman, but he has
to improve in order to get
it. There's a reason why it's
the most coveted prize in
college football.
Negativity aside, I truly
believe that the offense will
get it together. They showed
what they could do Saturday
night. Take one of the wide
receivers, for example. Deon
Cain had four catches for 98
yards and two touchdowns.
That's absolutely nuts.

Throw that in with the
fact that Watson threw three
more touchdowns to three
more receivers, you can see
the talent shine across the
board. Here's hoping that it
shines for 10 more games.
Now it's time to talk
about the defense. There's
really only one number that
summarizes their showing
on Saturday night: 99.
That's how many times
Louisville's offense snapped
the ball. Compared to the
national average of offensive
snaps per game, the defense
stuck it out for almost six
quarters of football.
By far, this game was
won by the Clemson defense.
Yes, it was the offense who
put us back on top, but
Louisville's quarterback had
never seen a defense like the
one the Tigers brought on
Saturday night.
Speaking of Louisville's
quarterback: before tonight's
game,
Lamar
Jackson
averaged 10.1 yards per
rushing attempt and had
12 rushing touchdowns.

On Saturday night, he
averaged 5.2 yards per
rush and had two rushing
touchdowns. For someone so
electric in his first four
games, he was tamed against
the Tigers.
A
lot
of
that
defensive effort came from
Clemson's front seven. The
defensive line, along with
the linebacker corps, was
the best group of defenders
that Lamar Jackson had
seen thus far. He was sacked
five times.
On
top
of that,
Jackson had to rush 31
times to get his 162 yards on
the ground.
To put it simply, the
defense never gave up. A
great team always needs a
good offense, but as the
saying
goes,
"Defenses
win championships."
The Tigers are 5-0
on the season. There's
still plenty of football
to be played, but things
look hopeful for another
national
championship
run for the Clemson Tigers.

Fans celebrate during a Clemson game in Death Valley.
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CLEMSON IMPACT PLAYERS
FOR LOUISVILLE GAME
Cole Little
Senior StaffWtriter
The Clemson Tigers' 4236 victory over the Louisville
Cardinals was a to ta! team
effort, one requiring a clutch
offensive performance in the
late game and a defensive
stand worth of the ages in
the game's waning minutes.
Of course, the usual stars
shined the brightest for the
Tigers on Saturday night.
Quarterback
Deshaun
Watson threw five touchdown
passes, including the game
winner with just over three
minutes remaining.
Outside
linebacker
Ben Boulware came to play,
as well, compiling 18 total
tackles, three of which were
for a loss, including one sack.
However, there were three
impact players in particular
who helped complement
the
notable
names
to
lead the Tigers to a huge
conference victory.
In what was definitely
the best,
most pivotal
performance of his college
career, sophomore wide-out
Deon Cain hauled in two
touchdown grabs in the game
against Louisville, serving
as a formidable deep threat
throughout the matchup. His
first multi-touchdown game,
the win over the Cardinals
also effectively served as

CLEMSON SOCCER
UPCOMING GAMES:
MENS:
OCT. 4TH @ COASTAL CAROLINA
6:00P.M.
OCT. 8TH VS. NC STATE
7:00P.M.
OCT. 11TH VS. CHARLOITT
7:00P.M.
OCT. 14TH@ BOSTONCOLLEGE

7:00P.M.

WOMENS:
OCT. 6TH @ NOTRA DAME
7:00P.M.
OCT. 9TH @ LOUISVILLE
1:00P.M.
OCT. 14TH VS. MIAMI
7:00P.M.
OCT. 20TH VS. BOSTON COLLEGE
7:00P.M.

Cain's introduction to the
national limelight. Totaling
98 receiving yards on four
catches, Cain was the game's
leading receiver and a definite
impact player.
Junior
cornerback
Marcus Edmond has been
a valuable member of the
Clemson
secondary
this
season, and his shining
moment
came
against
Louisville. With under a
minute to play, on a fourth
and 12 at the Clemson 14yard line, Edmond found
himself in a one-on-one
footrace with Louisville wide
receiver James Quick when
Quick caught a short pass and
bolted for first down yardage .
He never got it, though,
as Edmonds pushed Quick
out ofbounds short of the line
to gain. Forcing a turnover on
downs as a result, Edmonds
became an instant Clemson
hero. Edmonds compiled
eight solo tackles on the night
and was a stalwart in · the
defensive backfield.
Clemson's
defense
was particularly effective
at
limiting
Louisville
quarterback Lamar Jackson's
running room on Saturday,
and the pass rush was in
full effect, as the Tigers
finished with five sacks and
nine quarterback hurry-ups.
Defensive end Clelin Ferrell

was
especially
effective,
sacking Jackson twice. The
redshirt freshman defensive
end has been perhaps the
most significant pleasant
surprise of the Tiger defense
thus far this season, serving
as a constant threat in
the
backfield.
Although
Clemson's
defensive
line
has been laden with veteran
starters in recent years, Ferrell
is proving that freshman
defensive linemen can make
a major impact for the
Tigers, too.
Several Tigers stepped
up in major ways on Saturday
night against the Cardinals,
and, so far in 2016, Clemson
has proved to be strong
at every position on the
field. Featuring a perfect
concoction of size and speed,
as well as experience and
youth, the Tigers' depth chart
is exceptionally impressive
and talented from top
to bottom.
It seems a little too good
to be true that two reserves
could be the X factors for their
respective sides of the ball in a
game of that magnitude, but
Cain and Edmonds were just
that this past weekend .
That
speaks
volumes on the depth of
Clemson and the impact
players that help make the
team so great.

Sophomore Deon Cain (8) had four receptions for 98 yards and two touchdowns.

Soccer teams looking to repeat success
Allison Daniel
Sports Editor
The men's team made it
all the way to the championship
game last season, only to suffer an
embarrassing defeat to Stanford,
losing 4-0. For a lot of veterans
on the team who remember that
loss, their goal for the season is
to get back to the College Cup
and avenge their defeat. They are
off to a good start through their
first nine games, with an overall
record of 7-1-1, aii4 2-1- 1 in
the ACC.
Clemson lost their star
goal keeper, Andrew Tarbell to
the MLS draft and fans were
wondering if the Tigers could
find a replacement for him. The
answer so far has been yes. While
playing time has been split
between redshin sophomore
Brady Allardice and sophomore
Ximo Miralles, Miralles has
cemented himself as the goalie
for big game situations. With
over 650 minutes of playing
action, he has allowed only six
goals and recorded 25 saves.
He is one of the ACC leaders in
save percentage and has shown
that he is a solid replacement
for Tarbell, with many of his

important plays not reflected on
the score sheet.
Miralles has covered for
a defense that has been a little
shaky at times. This was another
question concerning the team,
as the defense lost a lot of their
veteran leadership from last
season. At this point in the
season, it is not yet clear how it
will be answered.
TheTigers have had several
defensive miscues which have
either resulted in goals or in
Miralles making a save. There
have been some sloppy cackles
that have resulted in fouls in
dangerous areas, something this
team cannot allow if they hope
to survive the gauntlet that
is the ACC.
However, it seems that the
back line has made plays when
they have mattered. It may
not look pretty, but they have
saved Miralles a few times as
well. Going forward they have
to clean up the fouls and work
on some minor things if they
want to become an even more
formidable team.
Up front, Clemson is
loaded with talent yet they have
struggled to convert shots to

goals. Yes, they have won seven
games and scored 17 goals, but
many of those have come from
non-conference games. Their
best performance in the ACC
came against Virginia where they
scored three goals but that game
ultimately ended in a tie.
The Tigers are averaging
just over a goal a game right
now but that average is inflated
a little due co a 5-0 beat down
of Gardner-Webb earlier in the
season. However, this shouldn't
concern funs too much because
it seems only a matter of time
until this offense clicks and
becomes as dynamic as everyone
knows they can be. They have
found ways to win games so
far. this season and there is no
reason to expect that to change
moving forward.
The women's team is
corning off of a season where
they appeared in both the ACC
and NCAA Tournaments.
However, they did not perform
well in either. They lost 5-0 to
Virginia in the ACC semifinals,
their worst loss ofthe season, and
then were eliminated in penalty
kicks against Ole Miss in the
second round ofthe NCAAs.

This season, they will look
to return to these tournaments
and make a deeper run. Through
12 games this season, the
Tigers are 8-2-2 overall, 2-0-2
in the ACC.
Most of the big names
from last year are back again,
including goal keeper Kailen
Sheridan. She is corning off an
impressive season where she gave
up only 19 goals with a .750 save
percentage. Afrer spending the
summer at the Rio Olympics
with Team Canada where she
won a bronze medal, she is back
in Clemson and picking up
where she lefi: off. She's allowing
an average ofa goal a game so far
this season, not a stat to snuff at
with this difficult schedule.
What doesn't show up on
the box score is her leadership
and commanding presence in
the box which helps her team in
critical moments. The defense
has played pretty solid so far this
season, holding opponents to an
average of 12 shots per game and
a .076 shot percentage.
They, like the men's team,
have committed some bad fouls
but they have been consistent
throughout this opening stretch.

The real story for this team
is the offense. Only 12 games
into the season they have scored
3 7 goals, averaging over three
a game. They are led by senior
midfielder Catrina Atanda who
has nine ofher own. This offense
is dynamic and takes advantage
of their opportunities. With so
much fire power up front and in
the midfield, defenses struggle to
stop them from scoring.
A mark of a great offense
is getting everyone involved, not
just the forwards, and this team
has certainly done that. If they
can continue scoring at such a
high rate and their defense can
clean up a few problems, they
could definitely make the run to
the ACC Tournament and then
theNCAAs.
It's early in the season
for both of these squads but
Clemson fans have a lot to
be excited about with these
two teams.
Both teams play away this
week as the men's team takes on
Coastal on October 4 at 6 p.m.
and the women's team hit the
road to take on Notre Dame
in South Bend on October
6at7p.m.

Cle1nson cross
•
•
country ai1ning to
•
1nake noise this fall
Cole Little
Senior StajfWriter
Under the direction of
head track and field coach
Mark Elliott and cross
country
coach
Michael
Porter, the Clemson Tigers
cross country teams are off to
a solid start, looking to build
off of the success experienced
in recent seasons.
Led
by
prom1smg
freshman Logan Morris and
proven senior Grace Barnett,
the women's cross country
team is rich in talent.
Morris
impressed
from
the beginning, finishing
fifth at the Eye Opener
Invitational and helping the
Tigers earn an overall second
place finish.
As for Barnett, the
2015 All-ACC runner has
dealt with a serious foot
issue since the spring but has
since overcome the injury
and returned to action.
Barnett was named ACC
Performer of the Week after
placing higher than any
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other ACC competitor at the
Panorama Farms Invitational
in Charlottesville, Virginia
two weeks ago. With a
5K time of 17:17 in her
first race since the NCAA
Indoor Championships in
March, Barnett reiterated
just how good she really is in
her return.
While it would have
been understandable for
Barnett to go through an
a~similation
period,
the
heart and soul of Clemson's
women's
cross
country
team wasted no time in
epitomizing why she is
a superstar.
Now:in her senior cross
country
season,
Barnett
is definitely looking to
experience plenty of success.
Recently saying that it "truly
has been a dream come
true" to run for Clemson's
country
program,
cross
Barnett is aiming to up her
performance from last year
in this year's regionals, all in
the hope of earning a spot
in nationals.

On the men's side,
sophomore Micah Williams
is guiding the Tigers to a solid
start. Finishing fifth at the
Furman Invitational in early
September, Williams is one
of the many bright, young
talents on the men's team.
Freshman Andrew Emery has
burst onto the scene in recent
weeks, finishing in the top
60 of the recent Panorama
Farms Invitational. Like the
women's team, expectations
are high surrounding the
men's team for the rest
of the season.
With the NCAA Pre
Nationals on the horizon,
the Tigers will be looking
to capitalize on. some of
the quality performances
put together in September.
Boasting several of the
ACC's top runners, the
cross country team should
definitely perform well for
the remainder of the fall and
should also play major role
at the ACC Championships
in Raleigh on October 28.
Stay tuned .
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SOLE ON THE GREEN IS AHOLE IN ONE IN CLEMSON
Restaurant near Walker Golf Course is on par with
Clemson 1s best eats
Review and photos by Myra Hutto, Asst. Tim,eOut Editor
I normally go for. You can't
I think I've found the
place my soul loves with the
go wrong with something
that's less in calories and ten
beau who makes me happy.
If y'all are looking for a times better. What I really
loved though was the bacon
local restaurant that is not
only good but has beautiful cheddar grit fritters. All I
views, then look no further
can say is that the sauce on
than Sole on the Green at
them was so good that I was
the Walker Golf Course.
even eating the decorative
lettuce just to get another
I've been here twice so
far, and I know that I will
bite of that sauce which
be going back very soon.
I washed down with my
The first time I went I
Arnold Palmer.
wasn't sure what to get. I
The one thing I love
went for the smoked duck about this place is that
confit that comes with
there's nothing else like it
near Clemson. I can't wait
whipped
potatoes
and
sauteed veggies, which was
for colder weather when
they turn on the heaters, and
absolutely amazing. I would
honestly give anything for
I can sit out there and eat
those whipped potatoes with my forever dinner date
because they were plate while glancing out onto the
golf course. It doesn't hurt
licking good. I honestly
don't think they had to wash
that they have TVs outside
my plate after I left there.
that you can watch for big
However, what I really
games. Sole on the Green
loved was the chilled shrimp
does have specials, and I'm
and bacon dip appetizer. It sure they're great because
everything else they have
was a great way to start the
meal, and I could have just · is! I know sitting outside
suit
everyone's
eaten that because they give doesn't
you so much. You won't go
needs, but they make it
hungry here .
nice. They automatically
The second time I
bring you water before your
butt even hits the seat, so
went I thought I would go
for a burger for something if you're a sweater then no
more relaxed since it was
problem: you have water to
a weekday. I had the BBQ cool you down while you
burger, and I can promise wait. Or if you're allergic to
you that it was the best
the outside, then they have
thing I've ever had. I wasn't
a nice area inside to dine in .
I really want to try
. sure ho~ BBQ was going
their Sundiy- bru~~ch,-~o if
to be on a burger, but I'm
you get a chance to before I
up to try anything so I did.
I also wanted to try their do then let me know how it
is! Until then, the TimeOut
salad, so I got it with the
lemon vinaigrette dressing.
staff will always be on the
The dressing was absolutely look out for great places
that you can experience and
perfect. It was a light
with your favorite
enjoy
dressing, so it was a great
fit for the kind of dressing people too .

I

I

I

I..

bursts forged by the Messina,
a device created by and named
for his audio engineer Chris
Messina. The arrangements
are fractured and unusual.
Even the song titles seem
strange (see "22 (OVER
S"°°"N)" and "10 d EAT h b
·RE as T "). Kanye West once
hailed Vernon as his "favorite
living artist" and this degree
of confident experimentation
is reminiscent of West's
tendency to reinvent himself.
Album standout
"8
(circle)" is the most obvious
center between the "old" Bon
Iver and the most conventional
of the album's ten tracks as
well as the one that utilizes
the least vocal manipulation.
Vernon uses an OP-1 (a
po.rtable synthesizer, sampler
and sequencer), a vocoder and
. al.Ito-tune to £liter and alter
•his voice until it's practically
unrecognizable. It sounds like
an android falling in love with
the forest. "22, A Million" is
stunni:l)gly beautiful, chaotic
and inventive, like Dylan
going electric on "Highway"
"61 Revisited" or Radiohead
smashing all their guitars
before recording "Kid A." It's
a masterpiece.
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Truck on over to Highway 301 by Brackett
A review on the food truck on campus that 1s attracting Clemson 1s attention

Review and Photos by
Joseph Messier
Contributor

On
Tuesdays,
and
Tuesdays only, Table 301
sends their trusty truck over
in front of Brackett Hall to
feed the hungry masses that
congregate during lunch.
Personally, I had seen the
truck before, but wasn't really
sure wha_t it was. Table 301,
the owner of the Highway
301 trucks, is a business based
out of Greenville that has
branched out into the food
truck business. It seems that
business is booming.
This Tuesday, I went out
to Brackett to see what all the
hubbub was about. The truck
was parked right up next to
the walkway in order to better
service customers. The truck
sensibly had a large awning
over the service window so
customers could stay out of
the blistering heat from the
sun. Off to the right was a
sandwich board advertising
the truck's wares to the
passerby. Highway 301 had
a selection of four different

types of sandwiches, with the
option to add Cajun fries or a
drink for extra. I decided to go
with the "Pig On A Bun."
The sandwich that I
chose consisted ofpulled pork,
blueberry chipotle barbeque
sauce and jalapeno-apple cole
slaw on a browned brioche
bun. I chose this sandwich
because it's really hard to go
wrong with pulled pork, and
I had also never tried or heard
of blueberry chipotle sauce.
Now, I'm not exactly a huge
fan of cole slaw. I can't stand
the stuff at all by itself. I just
find it too bitter. But let me
tell you: when I bit into this
sandwich, the disappointment
that is cole slaw was forgotten
to the delicious and strangely
conflicting tastes of the pork
and sauce. Despite them
seeming to be opposites,
it looks like Highway 301
somehow made it work.
The meat was very tender
and juicy, bur not to the point
where it would fall apart at the
touch. The sweet hints from
the blueberry sauce pleasantly
accented the meat. There
was, however, a disappointing

lack of smokiness that usually
comes with barbecue. The
brioche bun was great too: it
wasn't too dry and didn't take
up roo much of the sandwich.
The fact that it was browned
and probably would have
tasted great on its own was a
plus, too. The only complaint
I had abour the structure of
the sandwich was that it was
very greasy and fell apart easily.
The bun did not absorb much
of the grease, so the meat and
everything else was free ro
slide right our. Othetwise, it
was an awesome sandwich!
One thing you should
know before you decide to hike
over ro Brackett next Tuesday is
that the menu items Highway
301 offers aren't exactly on
the cheap side. The sandwich
I purchased was $7 by itself.
The small tea I bought with
it was $2. In relation to size,
you aren't really getting what
you paid for, but the quality
of the sandwich I had almost
made up for the high price.
I'm told that the $2 of Cajun
fries are definitely worth it,
and I might have to give those
a try next time.

Are you a
visual, musical
or performing
artist in the
Clemson area
(or know one)?
Email
tigertimeout@
gmail.com to
fincl out how
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Saavon Smalls and M ra Hutto / / The TimeOut Team

WORD SEARCH
With thinking about who our next President is going to be,
it's about time to get used to these words. Are you ready to
make America great again? Are you ready to find these 20
words? We'll see on Super Tuesday if you're ready to vote
and search.

"ELECTION 2016"
OCT 3 OCT g

T F S U C. U A C R M J G D H P M U R T Q
MOGVOJNYCPDZPABNFAUR
NWTBYBYTRAPESDI TL KET
CAMPA I GNYPNSMGNTLEPA
DL CY .J AXEUOLDTOBYZDVE
KTKI KSI I OlRDI OCOVLLL
ZZI VL QKSBI ELVDQRBNUJ

KPOXUBEXATNWQDAXAAZE
OUI OFAUXZI NUVXFTKTLM
GPCRULWP .A CUH UHNSEEEL
JNR RKLI
.
BESRPB .ZQTPOUO
AECOTOKCCRTONVHHHQZJ
CLMOWTI VHENYMZAOKOVA

FEENRBWKETOVCNCXTFTJ
I

I

I

YCARCOMEDPRPTRUEMMSW
ET I CRXMGPOFCTETEQUI B
Pl STXQWDJNVEK. N ·O DZBCO
MO S U P E R T U E S D A Y B B J T I A
Q N O T N f L C VN T O L L A B J V A G
US J ND OX M IB TC EL E JD J X. B N
Word search composed by Myra Hutto and Saavon Smalls, 'The Timeout Team; http://tools.atozteacherstuff.com/word-search-maker/wordsearch.php
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BALLOT
BALLOTBOX

·~MPAJGN
·CANDIDATE
·CAUCUS

DEMOCRACY
DEMOCRATE
ELECT
E,LECTION
FRONTRUNNER

. PARTY

POL~TICS
REPUBLICAN
DONKEY
ELEPHANT
TRUMP
CL1NTON
SUPERTUESDAY
VOTE
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CROSSWORD
Across

i

e

~ ~

,o

9

u

12

AQUARIUS

13

19

,,,,PISC:ES
.·

20

~ (~

' Feb. 20 - March 20

n

March 21 - April 20

~TAURUS

,-Ye(11,.

Keep your business from social
media. The best sign of a healthy
relationship is no sign of it on
Facebook.

•·1;

..,.ARIES
April 21 - May 20

~GEMINI
, , . , - May21-June21

I don't see how people can fake
whole relationships when I
can barely fake a hello to somebody
I don't like. Don't be like me,

I don't say "what?" because 1 didn't
hear you; I say it so you
have a chance to change what you
said. Learn to be a better people
readcr.

Relationships arc a lot like algebra
because you look at your X and
wonder Y. You better get good_at
math.

There's no 'T' in team, and there's
definitely no "we" in food, Keep
your paws off my food.

JJ\\
43 --Cos-ta"--~-_...___._ _,

••I
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A

1 '-Again;
2 - Italian reson;
3 - Steven Chu's cabinet dept.;
4-Noway!;
5 - Son of, in Arabic names;
6 - Calendar box;
7 - Building wings;
8- Unified;
9 - Most reasonable;
10 - Where a lot of dough is
spent?;
11 - Tropical plant;
12- Tins;

N G
L I

s
s ii·

the Bible;
25 - Cambodian currency;
26 - University ofFlorida player;
28 - Still;
29 . "Silas Marner" author;
30 -Any.robe exams;
31 -Artificial waterway; 33 _
Architectural piers;
34 - Constellation components;
37 • Costume;
39 • Work without__;
41 • Actual dapsed period;

s

R

E

,t..

,:.~:l~

CANCER

•••, , , \
-.:,_, ~, June 22 - July 22

I

i 1••:"

1
---'- - - --

51 - Scrappy;
53 · Medical;
55 • Love to pieces;
57 - Ripe for drafung;
58 - Salt Lake City hoopsters;
59 - Historical chapters;
61 - Diet successfully;
62 - Put _ on it!;
63 • Zaire's Mobutu_ Sdm;
64 - Offroad wheels, for shon;
66 - Summer along the Seine;
67 - His, to Henri;

LEO

J
'"

.

July 23 - Aug. 23

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

A

0

s

A

LIBRA

SCORPIO
Oct. 24- Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

42
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can win a prize!

I have the same expectations for men
as I do for my Monday's.
It's not very high. Break those
expectations.

If your current relationship status is

We re on
Twitte

T

One day I want you to be my
emergency contact person. Make
sure you' re always available.

\.,

1

A
T H

Y'all know it's meant to be if you're
willing to make a Samsung-iPhone
relationship work. Be the Samsung
to your girl's iPhone.

- -- ---1

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

A A T
$

i

13 - Needle hole;
21 - Munich mister;
46 • Very, in Vichy;
23 - Name ofIsaac's ddest son in 48 · Gumbo ingredient;

Down

~~

t

a

17

~
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Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

74-Yidd

~~
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RELATIONSHIP EDITION

14

1 - Sir Guinness;
5 - Brainstorms;
10 -Step; ,
14 - Columbus' ship;
15 - Light wood;
16-Now_medown...;
17 - Perfect place;
18 - Parachute material;
19 -Area;
20- Value;
22 - Exhales violently;
24 - Titanic's undoing;
27 - Latin being;
28 - Root ofApium graveolens;
32 - Gogol's "_ Bulba";
35 - Capp and Capone;
36 - Put a new price on;
38 - Utah's_ Mountains;
4o - Perjurer; ·
42-Hermit;
44 - _ impasse;
45 - Choral composition;
1
'
'
47 - Rate; . •
49 - Live and breathe;
50 -Autocratic Russian rulers;
52 - Most fortunate;
54 - Singer Home;
56 -Graph prefix;
57 - Exterior;
60 - Collection ofmaps, Titan of
Greek mythology;
64 -Against;
65 - Skin openings;
68 - Portrayal by an actor;
69-Abound;
70- Babble;
71 - Sister of Osiris;
72- Um;
73 - Affumarives;
r
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CAPRICORN
Dec.22-Jan. 19 ·

"made Ramen for two and ate both
helpings," leave it that! way. That's
more Ramen for you.
Everybody is over here like "I'm
engaged!", and I'm sitting
here like "Is my popcorn ready yet?"
Don't jump the broom fustet than
my popcorn kernals pop.
Congratulations on getting back
together with your ex! It's the best
form of self-sabotage next to Donald
and his campaign! Learn from past
mistakes.
Some people play the victim card
so well in relationships that I'm
surprised they don't carry around
._ their own .body chalk. Tread lightly
-you don't want to be unjustly
tried for murder.

Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto / Asst. TimeOut Ed~or

CAMPUS CATWALK:

GAME DAV EDITION
INFO/STORY COMPILED BY:

MYRA HUTTO//ASST. TIMEOUT EDITOR
Ashley Gearheart (Far L)
Major: Food Science
Year:Junior
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Are you a fan of looking fly
while The Tigers kick butt on
Game Day?

I

Send us you be~t Saturday
looks to Twitter using
#Ct.JCampusCatwalk!
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